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Magnetic field generation through angular momentum exchange between circularly polarized
radiation and charged particles
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The interaction between circularly polarized radiation and charged particles can lead to generation of mag-
netic field through an inverse Faraday effect. The spin of the circularly polarized electromagnetic wave can be
converted into the angular momentum of the charged particles so long as there is dissipation. We demonstrate
this by considering two mechanisms of angular momentum absorption relevant for laser-plasma interactions:
electron-ion collisions and ionization. The precise dissipative mechanism, however, plays a role in determining
the efficiency of the magnetic-field generation.
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The interaction between circularly polarized~CP! radia-
tion and charged particles occurs in nature and in the la
ratory. For example, radio pulsars are believed to be rota
magnetized neutron stars@1,2# which produce powerful cir-
cularly polarized electromagnetic waves along the rotat
axis. Recent laboratory experiments@3–5# demonstrated tha
large quasistatic magnetic fields can be produced whe
circularly polarized laser pulse interacts with the plasm
This method of magnetic-field generation can be utilized
a hybrid inertial-magnetic fusion confinement@6#.

The circularly polarized electromagnetic~EM! radiation
has nonvanishing angular momentum associated with
photon spin. In the course of the wave-particle interacti
this spin can be transferred to the medium@7#. When a me-
dium contains free electrons, azimuthal electric current
be induced, and a magnetic field is generated through
inverse Faraday effect~IFE!. IFE in an arbitrary gyrotropic
medium was first predicted on the basis of a thermodyna
argument by Pitaevskii@8#, and later rediscovered in plasma
by Deschampset al.and Steiger and Woods@9#. They argued
that the CP wave with a normalized vector potentiala0
5eA/mc2 and frequencyv induces an axial magnetic-fiel
B05mca2vp

2/2ev, where vp5(4pe2n/m)1/2 is the elec-
tron plasma frequency. The conditions for producing this a
muthal flow have not been addressed in Ref.@9# and in sub-
sequent publications on the subject@4,10–12#. For example,
the classic IFE (Bz}a0

2) cannot occur in a preformed colli
sionless plasma.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that str
axial magnetic fields proportional to the laser intensity c
be generated in the plasma by an intense CP laser p
owing to dissipative effects which result in the absorption
the laser angular momentum. We present examples of
such effects: electron collisions and ionization inside the
ser pulse. It is of importance also precisely how these di
pative effects enter. Note that a higher-order IFE (Bz}a0

4) is
possible even in the absence of the angular momentum
sorption due to relativistic effects@13#.

First, note that a classical CP electromagnetic wave
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deed possesses angular momentum given by its spin.
vector potential of the right-hand polarized EM field is give
by the following expression:

eAW

mc2
5FeW 1

2
a0~r !1 i

eW z

2k

]a0

]r
Geiu1c.c., ~1!

whereu5kz2vt1f is the wave phase,f5tan21y/x is the
angle of the position phasor, andeW 15eW r1 ieWf . The normal-
ized electriceW5(21/c)]aW /]t and magneticbW 5¹W 3aW fields
define the normalized Poynting fluxpW 5eW3bW

pW 5k2Fa0
2eW z2

1

2k

]a0
2

]r
eWfG , ~2!

where we have assumed a tenuous plasmavp
2!v2 and a

broad laser pulse with the focal spots@k21. The transverse
profile of the pulse is assumed Gaussian which is a v
assumption in the vicinity of the laser focus. The first term
the Poynting flux in the forward direction and the seco
term is associated with the photon spin. Therefore, the Po
ting flux of the laser pulse spirals around thez axis. This
spiraling motion is precisely the classical equivalent of t
photon spin in quantum mechanics. The azimuthal tim
averaged component of the Poynting flux vanishes for lin
polarization, and reverses its sign for the left-polariz
EM wave ~polarity is reversed by replacingeW 1 by eW 25eW r

2 ieWf).
To calculate magnetic field generation in a weakly co

sional plasma, we integrate the electron motion in the field
a transversely nonuniform laser pulse. To examine the e
tron motion in the EM wave, it is convenient to use th
Lagrangian description@14#: let jW (t,xW0) be the displacemen
of an electron initially located atxW5xW0, which, for a0,1,
satisfies the nonrelativistic equation of motion
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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]jẆ

]t
1gjẆ52

e

m
S EW 1

jẆ3BW

c
D , ~3!

whereEW andBW are evaluated atxW01jW . Collisions are imple-
mented in our model through the friction coefficientg.

It is convenient to separate the electron displacement
the high- and low-frequency componentsjW1(t,xW0) and
jW2(t,xW0), respectively. Under a weakly relativistic assum

tion a0
2!1, jW1(t,xW0) is of order a0 :jẆ1 /c'aW 1g/v2]aW /]t.

Note thatjẆ1•EW Þ0, resulting in the collisional damping o
the EM wave~inverse bremsstrahlung!. The inverse brems
strahlung~IB! rategw is given bygw5g fvp

2/v2 @15#, where
g f is the fast collisions frequency.

Determining the appropriate collision frequencyg or g f is
not straightforward. For example, for electron-ion collision
in the limit of weak EM wavea0c!v th , the averaged ove
the Maxwellian distribution high-frequency collision rate
given byg f5(4pZie

4n0L f /m1/2Te
3/2), whereTe is the elec-

tron temperature,Zi is the ion charge~taken to be unity for
singly ionized ions!, and L f5 ln(25/2Te

3/2/G5/2v0Zie
2m1/2),

whereG50.577̄ is the Euler constant@17#. For v@vp ,
L f is smaller than the standard Coulomb logarithm beca
only collisions with impact parametersr,v/v contribute to
the inverse bremsstrahlung. Even greater reduction of th
occurs for strong electromagnetic waves witha0c>v th :g f
}(a0c/v th)23 @16#. Note that the reduction of the rate o
bremsstrahlung collisions may occur at a relatively low la
intensity. All that is needed for this reduction to occur is th
the quiver velocity exceed the thermal speed. For cold p
mas ~say, 5 eV temperature! even modest intensity o
1015 W/cm2 ~for 1 mm laser! satisfies this condition. At
that intensity, and provided that the laser pulse is short~sev-
eral picoseconds or shorter!, most anomalous mechanism
~such as Raman scattering, for example! do not have time to
play a role.

A second characteristic collision frequencygs describes
the scattering rate of the slow oscillation center drifts. F
electron-ion collisions in a hot plasma withv th.a0c, it is
given by gs54pZie

4n0 /(m1/2Te
3/2)L. Interestingly,gs can

be substantially higher thang f because both large- an
small-angle collisions contribute togs , but only the large-
angle collisions contribute tog f @17#. The difference be-
tween the two collisional rates is small when the laser int
sity is weak: only the Coulomb logarithm is different forgs
and g f . However, in a strongly illuminated plasma,gs /g f
;(vosc/v th)

2@1 @18#.
To calculate the time-averaged electron currentJWe , note

that in the Lagrangian formulation the total time-averag
electron velocity

vsf~xW !5E d3x0^j̇fd3~xW2xW02jW !&

consists of two componentsvW s5vW s
c1vW s

m : the slow convec-

tive drift of the oscillation centersvW s
c5jẆ2 and the magneti-
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zation driftvW s
m52(jW1•¹W )jẆ1. @We note that if¹W •AW 50 is not

satisfied as in Refs.@11,12#, then an additional term
enj̇1f(¹W •jW1) appears to contribute to magnetic-field gene
tion. This leads to an incorrect conclusion that magnetic fi
can be generated in a homogeneous plasma in the absen
dissipative processes#.

SubstitutingjW1 into Eq. ~3!, the time-averaged equatio
for jW2 is derived:

]jẆ2

]t
1gsjẆ252c2¹W S a0

2

2 D 2
eEW s

m
1

]

]t
@~jW1•¹W !jẆ1#

1g f@~jW1•¹W !jẆ12jẆ13¹W 3jW1#. ~4!

Note that we have substituted the appropriate collision
quencygs into the left-hand side~LHS! of Eq. ~4!. The
2¹W (a0

2/2) term in the right-hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~4! is the
standard ponderomotive force which does not project ontf
direction for azimuthally symmetric laser pulse. Electri
field EW s is induced by the quasistatic magnetic field throu
Faraday’s law; it vanishes in steady state, and is in gen
small when the spot sizes,c/vp . The last term in the RHS
of Eq. ~4! also does not project ontof direction. The remain-

ing term,] t@(jW1•¹W )jẆ1#, determines, in the absence of col

sions, the oscillation center drift:jẆ25(jW1•¹W )jẆ1. This drift

exactly cancels the magnetization drift:vW s5jẆ22(jW1•¹W )jẆ1
50. Therefore, without collisions there is no time-averag
azimuthal current and, consequently, no axial magnetic fi

With collisions, in steady state,jẆ250W , and the time-averaged

electron fluid velocityvW s52(jW1•¹W )jẆ1 drives the magnetic
field.

Note that the convective velocityvW s
c5jẆ25(jW1•¹W )jẆ1 rep-

resents a real physical drift of the oscillation center of
electron subjected to the transversely inhomogeneous
electromagnetic wave which has been, to our knowled
overlooked. To visualize this drift, we performed a numeric

FIG. 1. Azimuthal particle displacement in the prescribed la
field with a0(r )50.1 exp(2r 2/2s2)@11tanhz/T#. Solid line, no
collisions (g50); dashed line,g/v50.1; thin solid line, guiding
center drift. Laser parameters,T510,s515c/v. Electron is
launched atz524T at r 5s/3 with a vanishing velocity.
3-2
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simulation of the single-particle motion in the prescrib
electromagnetic field of a laser pulse which is adiabatica
turned on over several laser periods~see Fig. 1 for param-
eters!. Azimuthal displacementy5rf of the electron
through approximately 15 laser periods is plotted in Fig
without ~solid line! and with ~dashed line! collisions. The
thin solid line drawn through the displacement maxima in
collisionless case (g50) is a visual aid indicating the drif
of the oscillation centers in the negativef direction. Its slope
is determined by the oscillation center~OC! drift velocity
j̇2y5(c2/2v)] ra0

2 derived above. Since the current produc
by the OC drift cancels the magnetization driftvW sy

m

52(jW1•¹W )jẆ1y , no azimuthal current is produced witho
collisions. With collisions, forg/v50.1, the OC drift is dis-
sipated by the frictional force. For simplicity, the subtlety
gsÞg f is neglected in the simulation.

The equation for thetotal azimuthal component of the
fluid velocity is given by] tvsf1gsvsf52gs^(jW1•¹W ) j̇1f&
2eEsf /m. This can now be used together with Ampe`re’s
law to obtain an equation for the axial component of t
magnetic field

]

]t
~¹ r

2Bz2kp
2Bz!1gs¹ r

2Bz5gs¹ r
2B0 , ~5!

where kp5vp /c, ¹ r
25r 21] r(r ] r) and B0522penca0

2/v
is the steady-state magnetic field in the plasma, as calcul
by Steiger and Woods@9#, and we assumed that the las
pulse which is transversely thin and varies slowly inz and t
~typical for tightly focused laser pulses!. For large times
magnetic-fieldBz approachesB0(r ). Note that magnetic field
can never exceedB0, no matter how fast the rate of th
angular momentum loss by the EM wave. This is simp
because, while the electron plasma experiences larger to
for largerg f , it also experiences a larger friction force.

Note that the appearance in the plasma of net ang
momentum is due to the unequal effect of collisions on
canceling drifts, namely, the oscillation center drift and t
magnetization drift. We can compare the appearance of
gular momentum due to a circularly polarized wave with t
appearance of linear momentum, or current, due to an e
trostatic wave with large phase velocityvph@v th @19#. In
both cases, the absence of collisions results in canceling
rents. The electrostatic wave carries no momentum in
sense that were it to damp by means of quasilinear the
within a plasma, say on electrons, as a result of this damp
the electron distribution function would conserve moment
but not energy. Therefore, while the wave may appear to g
momentum to resonant electrons on the tail of the elec
velocity distribution, there is in fact an entirely cancelin
current by the nonresonant slow electrons. However, sho
the nonresonant bulk electrons collide more frequently t
the fast tail electrons, the tail electrons will carry a curre
Collisions are similarly necessary for an electromagne
wave to drive current@20#, although in that case there is n
bulk current to cancel, but rather an asymmetry is induce
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the collisions of the counter-propagating electron tails. Sim
larly, other current drive mechanisms also require nonvan
ing collisions@21#.

Another important thing to note is that the turn-on time
the magnetic-fieldBz is determined solely bygs ~i.e., by the
small-angle collisions!. The power dissipation rate due t
collisions is, however, determined byg f ~i.e., by the large-
angle collisions!. One can pose the following question: ho
much dissipated power per unit volumedP/dV is required to
maintain a given magnetic-fieldB. The answer is given by an
efficiency formula

B

dP/dV
5

e

2mcvg f
, ~6!

which implies that in a strongly illuminated plasma one c
achieve a high efficiency ofB-field generation due to the
reduction in the IB rate. The turn-on time would only in
crease slightly sincegs@g f . Note that, as with the curren
drive efficiencies@21#, this efficiency scales inversely with
collision rate. The current drive analogy is appropriate wh
inverse bremsstrahlung is the principal absorption mec
nism.

Collisions is not the only mechanism which enables a
gular momentum absorption and magnetic-field generat
Gas ionization in the presence of EM wave also enables I
Moreover, we find that it is not necessary for the ionizati
to be done by the CP pulse itself: electrons can be relea
from the atoms through any ionization process as long a
occurs inside the pulse. This process is purely classical,
should be distinguished from the dc magnetization of ga
and solids achieved by the direct optical pumping@22,23#.

Assume that every electron which is released from
atom has a vanishing velocity at the time of its release.
grangian description of the continuously ionized plasma
still possible, only now the displacement of thej ’s electron
jW ( j )(t)[jW (t,t8,xW0) becomes a function of its release timet8.
For simplicity, assume a stratified geometry, wherex corre-
sponds to the radial positionr andy corresponds to the azi
muthal distancerf. Neglecting the inductive electric field
~for s,c/vp), by conservation of canonical momentum, t
azimuthal velocity of thej ’s electron at the locationxW5xW0

1jW ( j ) at time t is

by
( j )5ay~ t,xW !2ay~ t8,xW0!. ~7!

In a preformed plasma, only the first term in the RHS of E
~7! remains. The second term in the RHS of Eq.~7! arises
because thej ’s electron is born in a nonvanishing vecto
potentialay(t8,xW0). It is absent for electrons produced befo
the arrival of the laser pulse. In a completely preform
plasma, in the absence of collisions, there is no azimu
current even inside the laser pulse. However, finite azimu
current is left in the wake of an ionizing laser pulse, creat
a long solenoid of magnetic field behind the pulse.

Total azimuthal current densitynby at the space-time
point (t,xW ) can be expanded to the lowest order injx as
3-3
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nby'2E
2`

t

dt8~@ ṗnG#ay~ t8,xW !1jW•¹W @ay~ t8,xW !ṗnG# !,

~8!

whereṗn(xW0) is the probability of creating an electron in th
vicinity of xW0 per unit volume per unit time. The density o
neutral gas isnG , and the ionization occurs with the prob
ability ṗ as the result of, e.g., tunneling or multiphoton io
ization. Whichever mechanism prevails depends on the l
parameters. The assumption of the electron release at re
reasonable for most ionization scenarios.

The first term in the RHS of Eq.~8!, although linear in the
laser field, is negligibly small if the ionization takes pla
over several laser periods, as we are going to assume.
vanishing of the first term in the RHS of Eq.~8! is due to the
phase mixing of the velocities of electrons released dur
different phases of the laser vector potential. The magnit
of the linear term is of the order exp@2v0

2ti
2# assuming that

ṗ}exp@2t2/ti
2#. It is the second, nonlinear term which ca

produce a sizable contribution to the azimuthal current du
the fact that the time-averaged product^jxay& does not van-
ish. Physically, electron displacementjW due to the laser field
ensures that two different electronsj and k, released at dif-
ferent timest j and tk1p/v at the same locationxW0, end up
spatially separated after the passage of the laser pulse.
they not been spatially separated, their respective contr
tions to the plasma angular momentum,j̇y

( j )x( j ) and j̇y
(k)x(k),

would have canceled.
Since we are concerned with obtaining the angular ve

ity of order cuau2(ks)21, and there is already one]/]x de-
rivative in the nonlinear term of Eq.~8!, it can be assumed
that

jW ( j )

c
5E

t8

t

dt9@aW ~ t9!2aW ~ t8!#, ~9!

where the dependence ofaW on xW is implied. Assuming that
ax5a0 cos(vt2kz), ay5a0 sin(vt2kz), and az5]xa0 sin(vt
2kz)/k, it can be shown that
04640
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nby~ t !52
c

2v

]

]xE2`

t

dt8@ ṗnG#a2. ~10!

Integrating over the transverse dimensions yields the volu
density of the angular momentum left behind the laser pu

Lz~xW !5
mc2

v E
2`

1`

dt8S dn

dt8
D a2~ t8,xW !. ~11!

A straightforward calculation confirms that Eq.~11! is iden-
tically equal to loss rate of the laser angular momentu
From Ampère’s law and Eq.~10!, the magnetic field left
behind the laser pulse is given by

eBz

mc
5

21

2v E
2`

t

dt8S dvp
2

dt8
D a2~ t8,xW !. ~12!

According to Eqs.~11! and~12!, the magnetic field is simply
proportional to the angular momentum lost by the la
pulse. Note that, although electrostatic wakes behind the
izing laser pulse have been studied@24#, Eq. ~12! describes a
magnetic wake The present calculation demonstrates
during ionization, magnetic fields can be produced on a s
picosecond time scale in a collisionless plasma.

Consider the following example: a 50-mJ 30 fs laser
pulse with thel50.8 mm wavelength is focused to thed
56 mm diameter onto the helium gas at atmospheric pr
sure. The peak intensityI 5431015 W/cm2 corresponds to
a2'1023, and the plasma density~assuming single-stag
ionization! n55.431019cm23. From Eq.~12!, the peak mag-
netic fieldB0'2.5 kG.

In summary, the magnetic-field generation through the
verse Faraday effect requires a dissipative mechanism
coupling the angular~spin! momentum of the laser to th
plasma, but the precise nature of the dissipation can e
importantly. Two examples, collisional absorption and io
ization, are considered. Ionization-induced IFE opens
possibility of generating large magnetic fields on an ult
short time scale.
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